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Arbitron buys RADAR

Arbitron (N:ARB) is extend-
ing its ratings service to ra-
dio networks with a $25M
deal to buy RADAR from
Statistical Research Inc. The
buyout terms call for SRI to
be paid over two years.

Reaction from the adver-
tising world was mixed at
best (see page 8), while net-
work executives were a bit
more upbeat (see page 9).
Wall Street seemed to take
no notice at all, although
the acquisition will increase
Arbitron's revenue base
(see page 12).

In a news conference af-
ter the deal was announced
7/2, Arbitron CEO Steve
Morris said his company had
been looking at the radio
network ratings business for
three or four years. "The thing
that caused us to want to do
that was that customers were
saying, 'We would really
like to get Arbitron diaries
into this system'-that
would be the perfect solu-
tion so that all of radio
would have one database,
we would have this very
large sample size and all of
the numbers would agree."

Twenty-one SRI employ-
ees will join Arbitron, but

Dille is the top pickle in
the NAB jar.

Page 10

Not all network buyers are
positive about Arbitron/RADAR deal.
Page 8

Reyn Leutz
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continue to operate out of
RADAR's current offices in
Westfield, NJ. SRI principals Gale
Metzger and Gerald Glasser
will assist in the transition.

"Initially, we will maintain
the RADAR service as it is to-
day," said David Lapovsky,
Exec. VP, Worldwide Research,
in Arbitron's announcement.
"At the same time, we will
work with the networks, agen-
cies and advertisers to enhance
the RADAR service by taking
advantage of Arbitron's enor-
mous diary database."

Morris also insisted that
Arbitron will move cautiously
on changing RADAR. "We rec-
ognize that anytime you change
anything in methodology, you
don't want.to just do that uni-
laterally. Our plan is to work-
and Gale Metzger is going to
be part of this process-we're
going to be sitting down with
our customers and talking

through with them the pros and
cons of the service as it is now
and what would happen in the
event of a switch to a diary
database-and we'll certainly
have a lot of input and conver-
sations before we go ahead with
anything," the CEO said.

Morris may know more than
he's telling. An RBR source in-
side the network radio business
says the change to diaries will
take place next year, with RA-
DAR making use of 36,000 dia-
ries. The source says the RADAR
software packages will stay the
same-including RADAR Plus
and SOS/Optimiser. The clear-
ance components networks have
to provide to RADAR will also stay
the same. RBR's source says
Arbitron will make some adjust-
ments to RADAR's qualitative re-
porting that include more occu-
pation information-adding, "That
part is still in development."

RADAR , which stands for "Ra-

clio's All Dimension Audience Re-
search," is a national radio ratings
service that measures audiences
to radio commercials aired on 29
radio networks operated by
Disney's (N:DIS) ABC, American
Urban Radio Networks, Clear
Channel's (N:CCU) Premiere and
Westwood One (N:WON). The
service produces its estimates
using a 12 -month, 12K -person
telephone survey in combination
with the industry -standard com-
mercial clearance system.

Both the Arbitron 'neat Marke'
Radio Ratings Service and the RA-
DAR Radio Network Ratings service

are accredited by the Media Rating
Council (MRC). Arbitron said it in-
tends to maintain the MRC accredi-
tation for the RADAR service through-

out the transition from a telephone -
based survey to a diary -based sur-
vey. In the short term, SRI will
conduct telephone interviewing for

the RADAR service under contract
to Arbitron.-JM, CM

FCC fee for all

The new fee chart for FY 2001 is out, and the FCC will be reaching a bit deeper into broadcaster -
pockets to fund itself. As directed by Congress, it expects to raise $200.146M from regulatory fees.
Chairman Michael Powell is planning another hike for FY 2002, when he expects to raise $218.757M

But back to FY 2001. Stations in all categories in markets with a population of 125,000 or less have
been bumped up $50 over FY 2000 rates; they've been bumped up $100 in the 125,001-400,000 range;
the increase is either $100 or $125 in the 400,001-1,000,000 range; and in million -plus markets the
rates have gone up $175. The final fees for radio were unchanged from the Commission's proposed
rates, although there were a few changes for other industries regulated by the FCC.

The FCC is expecting to rake in $14.225M from radio (counting going concerns and CPs). This
amounts to just over 7% of its target. If interstate telephone service providers seem to be walking
with a stooped back, that may be because they are being hit to the tune of $93M+, which is
approaching 50% of the FCC's regulatory fee target.

The payment period runs from 9/10 through 9/21, but early payments are allowed. Below is a chart
listing this year's damages.-DS

Radio station FY 2001 regulatory fees

Population

AM
Class

A

AM
Class

B

AM
Class

C

AM
Class

D

FM
Cls A -
B1 -C3

FM Cls
B -C -

C1 -C2
20,000 or less $450 $350 $250 $300 $350 $450
20,001-50,000 $850 $675 $350 $475 $675 $850
50,001-125,000 $1,375 $900 $475 $700 $900 $1,375
125,001-400,000 $2,050 $1,450 $725 $875 $1,450 $2,050
400,001-1,000,000 $2,850 $2,300 $1,300 $1,550 $2,300 $2,850
1,000,000 or more $4,550 $3,750 $1,900 $2,400 $3,750 $4,550
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May: The tippity top of
the tough -comp iceberg

Local business w down S%
fur the month of Max'. Thal,
ladies and gentlemen, is slmhbv.
But it's nowhere near as shabby
as the 22% pothole that national
business disappeared into. The
national anchor dragged total
business down to the 9% loss
level. Combined business in May
2000 was up 2500, which means
that radio only gave back about
a third of its gains for the month.
We can only look forward to
next May, when year-to-year
comparisons promise to be
much morc fun.-DS

CCU begins to wean off of
Metro/Shadow

Clear Channel's (N:CCU) New
York and Chicago market clus-
ters severed ties (7/2) with
Westwood One's Metro/Shadow
Traffic unit for The Premiere
Traffic Network and Traffic.com
services.

According to a source within
Clear Channel: "It's part of the
company -wide initiative to mon-
etize the traffic product. And
we're taking in-house the Traf-
fic and other content that Metro
was providing-in some cases
they do sports in others they do
news or weather for us also. So
anything they do, we're taking
in-house. New York and Chi-
cago rolled in-house on the sec-
ond. The primary target is Top -
30 markets."

No other Clear Channel mar-
kets are expected to transition
until January 1st 2002. On that
day, a large contingency will
follow suit according to our
sources: at least four Florida
markets (Tampa has already
transitioned), at least four Texas
markets and several other mar-
kets scattered throughout the
country. The strategy is to fol-
low expiring contracts with
Metro/Shadow as they as fall.

RBR observation: The
model is different with Premiere
Traffic Network. Notice the soft
launch-no logo, no press re-
leases, no announcements. This
company is truly interested, for

Radio News°

RBR News Analysis

Mancow walks, Tristani squawks; Bob & Madison escape from the Copps

Citizen complaints about indecent broadcasts involvirin Mancow
Muller (WKQX-FM Chicago, 2/23/00) and Bob and Madison (WDCG-
FM Raleigh, 2/5/01) have been dismissed by the FCC Enforcement
Bureau. In both cases, the lack of a recording or transcript left the
agency without enough evidence to take any action.

The Muller incident allegedly concerned adult -child intercourse;
Bob and Madison's alleged topic was masturbation.

Both Democratic Commissioners, Gloria Tristani and Michael
Copps, attacked the dismissals. Tristani reiterated her position that
the FCC places an unfair burden on citizen complainants who are left
with no recourse unless they happened to have been taping a program
when an alleged indecency incident takes place. She feels the the
Enforcement Bureau should not stop there, but do some investigating
of its own.

Copps went even further. He expressed his belief that broadcast-
ers "...already retain recordings of their broadcasts, for a variety of
reasons...I am interested in looking at how the Commission could
encourage universal retention of recordings of broadcast program-
ming to aid in its indecency enforcement."-DS

KBOO K -BOOM! FCC hits noncom for $7K indecency fine

This time the complainant had a tape of the broadcast, and the FCC is sticking noncommercial KB00-
FM Portland OR with a $7K fine for airing a Rap song "Your Revolution" by Sarah Jones.

The material in question is a fine example of the slippery slope that exists on the edges of program
content regulation for both the programmer and the regulator. KBOO argues that the song, which
aired sometime between 7P -9P 10/20/99, is a feminist attack on other songs which use sexual
language to demean women. It quotes some of those lyrics in making its point.

Still, the FCC said, "..considering the entire song, the sexual references appear to be designed to
pander and shock, and are patently offensive." The FCC further rejected KBOO's argument that the
song has artistic merit, and is therefore not indecent, saying, "The contemporary social commentary...is
a relevant contextual consideration, but is not in itself dispositive."

RBR observation We've read the lyrics. Only Ms. Jones knows if she was trying to shock
her listeners. However, the intent of the song clearly is not to pander, nor is that the apparent
intent of KBOO, which was trying to address an important social issue. This editor feels that the
FCC cannot justify a fine based on pandering. We do not believe that the station was out to
titillate its audience.

We question the FCC's comment that social commentary is a relevant consideration, but that is does
not apply. If the agency is not willing to delve into the true intent of the song, why even mention that
it could do so if it so decided?

On the other hand, the station could have waited a couple of hours and aired "Your Revolution" ten
times in a row with no danger of government action.

Perhaps we need to build a new mechanism into the indecency enforcement system. "Your
Revolution" could be labeled as a gray area case. A panel or jury made up of broadcasters, citizens
and regulators could be formed, where arguments for both sides could be presented with the goal
being a label of indecent or not. The results disseminated to further illuminate where the indecency
line is for all broadcasters. This should be done without the threat of punitive action against the station.
The goal should be guidance, not punishment.

Finally, it is ironic that of the three examples of alleged indecency cited in these two stories, the case
which to our mind was least objectionable and most defensible drew a fine while the others got off scott
free. Further, the station least able to pay a fine was the only one to receive one. It holds in stark profile
the unfairness inherent in this system, and hints at how difficult it is to have indecency rules and free
speech at the same time.-DS
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Guaranteed
h' her
raings!
We know that if a well -programmed radio station uses our
"Touch At Work" direct marketing program the way it was
designed, it will absolutely drive increased listening.

And, in fact, we're so confident that our "Touch At Work"
program will increase your ratings that we will take on the risk
if it doesn't!

How many other marketing partners will stand 100% behind
the results of their campaigns? Will the TV stations, billboard
companies, or direct mail firms you deal with give you money
back or a complete re -do if you don't see results? We will. It's
that simple.

At Touch Direct Marketing, a division of Strategic Media
Research, we specialize in helping radio stations attract large

amounts of new quarter-hour listening using a multiple -touch
approach that involves at -work telemarketing followed by
sophisticated permission marketing.

But in the current climate of Wall Street pressure, missed
top -line revenue goals, and cuts in marketing budgets, most
stations can't afford to take any risks with their precious
marketing dollars this year. So we're going to take the risk
out of it!

Think about it: Why wouldn't you use Touch for your next
marketing campaign? You have nothing to lose but low ratings!

To learn more about how you can get Touch to work for you
this Fall, call Dave Kerr, Mylinda Stange, or Steve Rabeor at
1-312-726-8300 today.

111 11111G
direct marketinti TM

Radio's direct marteling

Touch Direct Marketing I A division of Strategic Media Research 1 180 N. Wabash, Suite 200, Chicago, IL 60601 11-312-726-8300 I www.TouchDirect.com



the time being, only in
transitioning its own stations,
Going forward, it is believed
that the PTN in )del will not
involve writing upwards of $1 M
in annual compensation checks
to other groups' market clusters
as is the current Metro/Shadow
play. Eventually, we hear PTN
will offer a revenue sharing
model to non -CCU group affili-
ates for the beginning stages of
head -to -head competition with
mighty Metro "Shadow.-CM

KKMG fights
indecency rap

Citadel Communications is not
taking the $7K fine levied against
its KKMG-FM Ft. Collins lying
down. Represented by
Kathleen A. Kirby of law firm
Wiley, Rein & Fielding LLP, the
group holds that it did not vio-
late indecency standards when
it broadcast a radio -edit of Rap-
per Eminem's "The Real Slim
Shady" in 6/00. (See related sto-
ries, RBR News Analysis, p. 4.)

Among many arguments pre-
sented in the group's filing is
the fact that the exact same
version of the song in question
has been broadcast 125,089
times (as of 6/25/01, according

, to Mediabase 24/7). As if that
isn't enough, Eminem took
home a Grammy for it. With all
of this exposure, it drew one,
and only one complaint filed
with the Commission.

RBR observation: The FCC
can cut Congress out of the
fiscal loop. A $7K fine for each
airing of the tune would come
to $875.6M, good for roughly
four years of funding for the
Commission at current levels.
Clear Channel (N:CCU)-at
$241.2M-would fund over a
year by itself!-DS

FCC gets Martinized

Kevin Martin has finally taken
his seat as Commissioner at the
FCC. The Republican was sworn
in 7/3. His presence tilts the
balance in favor of fellow Re-
publicans Michael Powell
(Chairman) and Kathleen
Abernathy. The two Demo -

6
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crats are Gloria Tristani and
Michael Copps. Further
change looms in the relatively
near future, as Tristani has an-
nounced her intention to re-
sign to pursue a Senate seat in
her native New Mexico.

Martin followed a stint at
communications law firm
Wiley, Rein & Fielding with
stops on the staff of recently -
departed Commission Harold
Furchtgott-Roth and various
positions with the campaign
and administration of George
W. Bush.-DS

Rice on the auction menu

Five active stations and two FM
CPs are going on the block.
Michael Rice's Contemporary
Group has long been in flux
since he was convicted of
charges involving sex with mi-
nors. He was subsequently im-
prisoned and found by the FCC
to be wanting in the character
department, and hence unfit to
remain a licensee.

Contemporary is ordered to
cease operations 7/13. How-
ever, they have been given spe-
cial permission to continue op-
eration for up to 90 days after
that. The licenses will be of-
fered first to interim operators
(applications due by 7/24), then
to permanent licensees once
the auction process is completed
through the Fall.

The active stations are
WBOW-AM, WBUZ-AM and

WZZQ-FM in the Terre I lame
IN market; KFMZ-FM in the
Columbia, MO; and KIIMX-FM
Eldon MO, which is some 40
miles southeast of Columbia.
KROW-FM CP Huntsville MO is
35 miles or so northeast of
Columbia, and the other CP,
KFXE-FM Cuba MO is roughly
halfway between St. Louis and
Springfield MO, which puts it,
in Arbitron terms, in the
middle of nowhere.

RBR observation: The RBR

Source Guide and Directory
shows Terre Haute as one of the
very few markets with ten or
more stations which is without
a superduopoly cluster.
Contemporary's stations were
third in the Fall Arbitron with a
combined 9.2 share 12+. It

would fit in with any owner
except perhaps Emmis, whose
old-fashioned AM -FM combo
knocked down a 34.5 share 12+
and for whom a bid would
possibly raise red flags at the
FCC. Judging strictly by number
of stations, Emmis has plenty of
room for them.

In Columbia, Premier and
Zimmer clusters appear to be
maxed out. KFMZ-FM would be
a nice shot in the arm for one of
three other local owners. How-
ever, any consolidators will have
a slight disadvantage compet-
ing with the currently unli-
censed, to whom the FCC offers
bidding credit.-DS

Public broadcasters win
auction suit

A panel of Federal judges ruled
7/3 that public broadcasters are
not required to bid for new
channels, even when commer-
cial operators are competing for
the same frequencies. The deci-
sion may complicate the
Commission's plans to conduct
bidding for four pending televi-
sion stations and two batches or

www rbr com

radio li< eases. 35n raclio
mits are scheduled for author
12/5; another 250 haven't been
yet scheduled. The TV ()wick
include Pittsfield, MA, Colum
bia, SC, Magee, Ms :Ind
Scottsbluff, NR. No date
been set.-CM

Vista Media sues
Westwood for $2.7

National ad placement I irm Vista
Media has filed suit against
Westwood One (specific :illy
Metro/Shadow) for $2.7M (7/
2). The suit alleges non-pay-
ment of over $200K in credits
(from the mid -1990s) owed to
Vista and a resulting $2.5M in
resulting damages that includes
Metro/Shadow's "poor treat-
ment" of Vista clients trying to
use the claimed $200K credit.

Vista says those damages
specifically resulted from Metro
Networks' "failure to air 50-75%
of previously accepted sched-
ules without timely notices,"
citing delays in delivery of per-
formance affidavits to sched-
uled buyers from 3-12 months
after airing. Vista President
Mitchell Schultz says the
company's reputation and
goodwill in the biz have
greatly suffered.-CM

Detroit latest in Rhythmic
Oldies farewell

Tie long -rumored foni 'at switch
on Greater Media's WGRV-FM ("The

Groove") from Rhythmic Oldies
occurred 6/30. The new station,
"Magic 105.1," takes a Mainstream
AC format, a new moniker, "Today's

Hits, Yesterday's Favorites," and is
soon to get new calls: WMGC. The
switch makes room for the former
WNIC-FM Detroit #1 morning show

of Jim Harper and Cyndy.Canty.
Jones radio Networks' Delilah gets
nights. Gary Berkowitz consults
the station.-CM

7/9/01 RBR



A binocular look at
the top 50 owners Radio Operations

Okay, group owners. Here
is your once -in -a -lifetime
chance to find out how
much money your group
made in the year 2000-
twice! This charts show rev-
enue estimates for the top
50 radio owners, used by
kind permission of Broad-
cast Investment Analysts and
Duncan's American Radio
(RBR has taken the liberty
of rounding out some of the
revenue numbers to fit the
chart format). Although
there is much that is differ-
ent, there is significant
agreement between the two
sets of numbers. (Note: BIA
numbers are listed first only
because they were received
by RBR first.)

What the two lists show
beyond contradiction is that
the recent Hollings -Dorgan
diatribe ascribing 90% of all
radio revenues to four large
groups is only so much hog-
wash. BIA credits the top
four with 38.4%; Duncan
with 42.2%. The top 50 claim
62.5% per BIA, 65.8% per
Duncan. Duncan estimates
it would take perhaps 500
owners to reach 90%.

Methodology is one factor
in explaining some of the dif-
ferences between the two. For
example, Duncan counts
LMAs and JSAs toward each
owner's totals, .whereas BIA
limits it strictly to licensed
O&Os. Both companies told
RBR that they count pending
acquisitions as owned for the
purposes of the chart.

The biggest differences:
Pamal, ranked #30 by BIA,
did not make the Duncan
list. Conversely, Nassau,
Duncan's #29, is absent
from BIA.

Revenue estimates are in
millions. Other estimates for
total industry 2000 revenue
include the RAB's $19.819B
and Bob Coen of Universal-
McCann's estimate of
$19.585B. -DS

7/9/01 RBR
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Owner Symbol
BIA

Rank
BIA
rev

Duncan
Rank

Duncan
rev

Clear Channel N:CCU 1 3,528.1 1 3,794.0
Infinity (Viacom) N:VIA 2 2,354.7 2 2,495.0
Cox N:CXR 3 453.7 3 482.0
ABC (Disney) N:DIS 4 436.4 4 457.0
Entercom N:ETM 5 423.5 5 392.0
Citadel 6 349.7 6 368.0
Radio One O:ROIA 7 299.8 8 282.0
Emmis O:EMMS 8 289.6 7 285.0
HBC N:HSP 9 254.3 9 258.0
Susquehanna 10 235.3 10 250.0
Cumulus O:CMLS 11 228.6 11 235.0
Bonneville 12 203.3 12 193.0
Greater Media 13 152.5 13 145.0
SBS O:SBSA 14 149.0 16 115.0
Jeff -Pilot N:JP 15 142.1 14 142.0
Beasley O:BBGI 16 130.2 15 126.0
Saga A:SGA 17 99.8 17 81.0
Journal 18 77.5 18 74.0
Entravision O:EVC 19 68.7 20 65.9
Salem O:SALM 20 65.7 23 61.0
Sandusky 21 64.2 22 64.6
Inner City 22 63.8 21 65.4
Tribune N:TRB 23 62.1 19 66.0
Regent O:RGCI 24 57.9 27 41.1
NextMedia 25 54.8 24 49.0
Fisher O:FSCI 26 53.8 26 46.0
Buckley 27 46.5 30 38.3
Barnstable 28 45.8 25 47.5
Lotus 29 38.9 28 41.0
Pamal 30 36.6
Renda 31 35.1 32 32.9
Aurora 32 34.4
Liberman 33 32.7 36 27.8
Big City A:YFM 34 30.7 31 33.0
South Central 35 29.4 33 30.1
Millennium 36 28.6
Service 37 28.1 35 27.9
Simmons 38 27.8 39 26.0
Triad 39 27.5
Arso 40 27.3
Midwest Comm. 41 27.3 47 16.4
WEAZ-FM 42 26.1 40 26.0
Hearst -Argyle N:HTV 43 26.0 42 20.8
Mid -West Fam. 44 25.5 46 16.9
Midwest TV 45 24.4 41 25.1
LBJS 46 24.1 38 27.1
Ackerley N:AK 47 23.5 34 30.8
Curtis 48 23.4 43 20.7
Mega 49 23.0
Brill 50 22.9
Nassau 29 39.0
Chase 37 27.4
Hubbard 44 20.4
NY Times N:NYT 45 17.2
Bahakel 48 16.4
James Crystal 49 16.3
Rubber City - 50 14.9
Top 50 revenue 11,014.7 11,272.6
All radio revenue 17,627.0 17,124.5
Revenue share, top 50 62.5% 65.8%

Sources: Broadcast Investment Analysts, Duncan's American Radio
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Agency buyers speak out
on Arbitron's

RADAR acquisition

First there were tw now the' u
one. Arbitron's purchase of SIn s
RADAR Network Radio ratings
service (see cover) certainly raised

a tew eyebrows in the buying
fiekl-Arbitron now holds a vir-
tual monopoly of the biz. But
what seemed to be the kicker, as
you will read, is Arbitron's stated
intention to transition RADAR's
survey methodology from tele-
phone to diaries. Here, they vent.

Reyn Leutz, SW, Di-
rector of Radio Nego-
tiations, Mindshare USA

It's a sad thing. I al-
ways thought maybe they were
going to incorporate the knowl-
edge and improve what Gale's
done. But [moving it to the dairy]
that's awful. If that's the case, no
longer will we ever know what
the ratings are specifically for a
program. The clearances now for
people will be 6A -Midnight.

As one of the research directors
of my company has often said, the
diary is an excellent research tool
for the 18th century. Whenever
there is innovation, there will al-
ways be self-appointed guardians
of the past. I think that Arbitron is
one of those guardians.

There isn't a research director
in America that doesn't think that
the phone gives better research
than a diary. We would be really
disappointed if that's the case.
Arbitron numbers have always
been overstated, relative to RA-
DAR, because they don't have
clearance information. RADAR
specifically told us what the rat-
ing of a show was at six o'clock,
'seven o'clock, eight o'clock, nine
o'clock. Now, more syndicators
will give us ratings that are from
6A -Midnight. They will give us a
rating of a 1. If it airs at Midnight,
who will ever know? No one.

We will probably be using our
own numbers from now on. If
we're going to move backwards
in the way we calculate ratings,
then maybe what we really ought
to do is move clients away from
the medium. If we are going to
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Radio AdBit
take steps backward in terms of
research...hey, we live in a world
where television ratings are dis-
tributed every day. If we are not
even going to use the phone
now, maybe it's really time to sit
down with our clients and say,
"You know what, let's move away
from this."

INatalie Swed Stone,
Managing Partner/Di-
rector of National Ra-
dio Services, OMD USA

My initial thoughts are that I'm
pleased. Lately neither service
has really done everything for us
that we needed it to do. So now
we will have one service that
hopefully will give us all the
information on network radio that
we need. So that's a positive.
How and what we lose in the
process remains to be seen. Will
we lose anything, or is it all gain?
It never is all gain, so let's point
about going from telephone to
diary-it is disappointing. But I
feel that things do have to change.
Perhaps we're getting more out
of this than we're losing.

I basically concur with ev-
erything that Roby said, and
with Joel as well [see page 9].
We have to take a wait -and -
see. RADAR couldn't move any
further without having access
to local data and we needed
that desperately. On the other
hand, Arbitron could only pro-
vide so much without the re-
sources and the accountability
measures that RADAR was so
good at. So, I see that as a
positive also.

AMatt Feinberg, VP/
Manager of Radio, Na-
tional Broadcast, Ze-
nith Media Services

Well, first of all, it's beyond my
control. So what can I do? It will
take about a year for transition.
For years we were told that the

telephone medloch )1( >gy w st

perior to the diary. '1.11;11 seemed

to be the general consensus, and
I have no reason to disagree. I've
got to believe that telephone re-
sponse rate is pretty low nowa-
days. I don't know how that
impacts into the which -is -better
scenario. If Arbitron increases their

sample size quite a bit, it would
be a good thing. I don't think
diaries are great, but if they can at
least expand their sample base or
something...If and when People
Meters ever come to fruition, that
will be helpful, but it will be a
whole new scenario.

I think SRI sold RADAR for
money, obviously. Arbitron bought
it to eliminate the competition. At
first, I thought they would be de-
buting some kind of best of both
worlds scenario where they're cross-

referencing diaries and telephone
response. Now that it has been
clear that they are going to lose the

telephone, that's not great. If they
increase their sample size, double
it or something, that could be at
least a step in the right direction.

But this doesn't bode well in my
mind. Arbitron ratings have always
been, well, people felt they were
inflated. So does that mean we are
going to see these artificial increases

from all the networks? And what
about Arbitron's Nationwide?That's

been a pretty useless tool for most
of the years. People get it, we look
at it, but because it's based on
potential, once you really get into
this business, you realize it's kind of
silly. I was wondering-a company
like say MediaAmerica who appears

in the Nationwide book, but isn't in
RADAR. Are they now going to
become, by default, part of the RA-
DAR scenario? That will actually be
good for the business-for planners

and clients-to look at one source.
The downside is for people like

myself and Reyn and Natalie who
have been around and know the
nuts and bolts of this and know
where the skeletons are buried and
how to look at numbers. We're

www rbr corn

By Carl Marcucci

pn rablygoing to l hive to-I
apply a factor, unix up with tir
soil Of Medi( idol( 4,7y. I k lieln11\ we

can do it as one entity-I drink we
should all meet and talk al Eta as an

indusuy how we want to handle
these numbers. wliat kind of factor
we want to put agui-Lst diem. if we all

do it separately, it's going to he all

messed up. Salespeople will just

scream and yell.

Marianne Busse
Cohn, Supervisor
of National Radio,
Initiative Media

I just think that any-
time that you take a competitor
out...it's a monopoly situation that
Arbitron has. I mean who else is
there-Bruskin? I hate to see it. I
have known Gale Metzger and
Miriam Murphy from RADAR
pretty well since my days at Mu-
tual Broadcasting in the 80s. And
I hate to see it go to this. Just
because everything they've al-
ways told us and sold us about
the great things that RADAR
does-the audience to commer-
cials and how they monitor clear-
ances-is now gone. The net-
works' numbers I would think
are going to go up. I think the
best -case scenario is if they some-

how combine their two services
and get the best of both.

But the diary method is always
up for question, it's always sort of
iffy to me. I've been out to RADAR
and the way they train the people,
it seems so clear rather than send-
ing somebody a diary in the mail
and hoping they send it back.
People want to be smart. They
don't want to admit stupidity so
they will just fill it out to whatever.

I'm a little hit upset by this, a
little unnerved that this is the way
it's going to go. With all the

technology...it seems like we are
taking a step backwards. It's al-
most scary to think that maybe the

most solid numbers are going to
be from the streaming people!

7/9/01 RBR
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Net reaction to
Arbitron/RADAR
deal is cautious

In the wake of the just -
announced Arbitron-RA-
DAR purchase deal, radio
network executives had
these observations.

Roby Wiener, EVP/Mar-
keting, Premiere Radio
Networks: "One of the
things that [Premiere
President/COO] Kraig
[Kitchinl and I had al-
ready discussed this morn-
ing [7/2] was the fact that
one of the positives that
we see about this is that
this is the first acquisition
Arbitron has made as a

standalone company, an
acquisition in the network
radio services arena. So we
think that's a real impor-
tant sign about how im-
portant network radio is
in the marketplace, and its
future. That's very posi-
tive for us."

"Right now, we believe
topline, with not having
much detailed information,
that being able to create a
synergy between networks
and syndication and local
radio, would be good in
the marketplace. We
haven't gotten any feed-
back from our clients yet,
but we feel that's a good
thing. We'd like to hold on
to a lot of the .benefits that
RADAR brought us, which
of course is the qualitative
information as well as the
service it provides to di-

! ents by making sure that
they monitor clearances."

"RADAR was a network-
' driven piece of research that

was started by the networks
many years ago. But, we
think again with the size of
Arbitron and the services
behind them, that we look
forward to watching this
evolve and being involved
in that process, as one of
their larger clients."

"There needs to he more
7/9/01 RBR

information about what their
plans are for the future and
how it's going to affect the
product before any of can
make any decisions."

Joel Hollander, CEO,
Westwood One: "Basically,
they claim that their infra-

structure at Arbitron will im-
prove the services
and I say let's wait and see.
I want to wait and see what
they are going to do before
I give any other comments,
like anything else. We've got
to let some time lapse and
then we will be able to say
what it is going to look like."

Jay Williams, CEO, Ameri-
can Urban Radio Networks:
"On moving over to dairies, I
think that's going to happen
gradually over a long period
of time. I don't think that's
going to turn around here

www rbr corn

tomorrow. They certainly
confirmed to me that they are
going to keep that viable and
important process of clear-
ances going. It remains key
for most of our clients and is
something we would con-
tinue to still want in there."

"I think this deal has the
potential for furthering the
development of radio as a
medium, for allowing a uni-
form approach to the
languaging on radio, consis-
tency across all platforms.
So it has the potential to be
a one voice for radio. I would
hope that in their growth
they would have some inno-
vative new techniques added
to enhance their capacity."

"Gale Metzger's continued
involvement on a long-term
basis has been assured. He's
assured me that certainly the
transition period and prob-
ably for some time beyond
he will be available to con-
sult them. I think Miriam
Murphy, one of their key
liaison people, her role is
something that's going to
strengthen radio."

"The only negative, and
some of my guys have al-
ready written me about it, is
the pricing. That's a serious
question. So we're hopeful
that until the product
changes dramatically or any
enhancements are brought
to bear, that pricing would
stay in the present range."

Ron Hartenbaum, Presi-
dent, Jones Radio Network
[Editor's note: JRN is cur-
rently measured by
Arbitron's Nationwide ser-
vice, not RADAR]: "Nurriber
One, we are believers and
have utilized Arbitron. And
billions of dollars have ex-
changed hands in terms of
buyers and sellers based on
Arbitron information. RADAR

By Carl Marcucci

is not the end all, be all for
network radio. It was de-
signed to measure a certain
type of network audience.
And Arbitron measures an
enormous amount of other
network audience. Sports
dollars in network radio are
not exchanged because of
RADAR. Long -form program-
ming dollars are not ex-
changed because of RADAR."

"Our feeling is that this is
a consolidating universe, pe-
riod. Agencies consolidate,
clients consolidate, station
groups consolidate. It
shouldn't be a surprise-
people shouldn't be
shocked-that research
companies are going to con-
solidate. One of the reasons
those research companies
may have consolidated is
because of all of the other
consolidation that happened
at ad agencies and broad-
cast groups. So if you look
at it from the research com-
panies vantage point, their
base of different customers
has been reduced because
of consolidation."

"These were both great
companies, I'm happy for
the guys at Arbitron, they're
growing their business, I'm
happy for the guys at RA-
DAR, because God willing,
the shareholders made
some money there. At the
end of the day, we will all
move forward; at the end
of the day, radio is as vi-
brant as it has been and
will continue to be."

Will Jones be transitioned
over to the new RADAR,
RBR asked? "I think all of
this is going to unfold over
the next couple of weeks,"
said Hartenbaum. "When
our research director
says this is what we're
thinking, we will be able
to go from there."



Clear Channel nails big
deals overseas

 Clear Channel's (N:CCU
international division ha
landed the biggest outdo
advertising contract ever in
Europe-a 1B Euro ($846.1M)
1 -year contract for CCU'
Adshel subsidiary to install bit
boards in parking lots at store
of the Carrefour retail chain. It
apparently beat out rival bids
from units of Viacom (N:VIA)
and JC Decaux (Paris
exchange:JCDX).

 CCU is making its first e
into the South African advertis-
ing market with a 468M Rand
($58.3M) deal to buy the
Corpcom Ltd. outdoor adver-
tising company. CCU's part-
ner in the venture will be
Independent News & Media
PLC, a newspaper group
which is based in Ireland
(and is CCU's partner is
some other ventures).

Media Markets a Money
RADAR will add $9M to

Arbitron revenues

Arbitron (N:ARB) CEO Steve
Morris says RADAR, which
Arbitron is buying for $25M
over two years, will add
about $9M in annual bill-
ings to Arbitron. The im-
pact on Arbitron's bottom
line will be neutral for this
year, but accretive in 2002,
he told reporters in a tele-
phone news conference
(7/2). Morris said Arbitron
had been looking for sev-
eral years at how to get into
measuring network radio,
but couldn't make the num-
bers work to launch its own

competitor to RADAR-so
now it's buying the service
from Statistical Research Inc.
It's the first major acquisi-
tion since Arbitron was spun
free from Ceridian (N:CEN)
and began trading as a sepa-
rate company on 4/2.

Wall Street greeted the
news with a yawn.
Arbitron's stock closed 7/2
(the day the deal was an-
nounced) at $23.85, off 25
cents for the day.

With the acquisition of RA-
DAR, Arbitron is getting Pre-
miere Radio Networks as a
new customer, while it con-
tinues difficult negotiations
with Premiere's parent, Clear

 :44
...
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Radio One, Inc.
has agreed to purchase the assets of radio station

WPEZ-FM
Macon, GA

from

U.S. Broadcasting
Limited Partnership

$55.0 Million
George R. Reed and Tom McKinley
of Media Services Group represented

the Seller in this transaction.

George R. Reed
Tel: (904) 285-3239 Fax:(904) 285-5618

E-mail: REEDmsconsulting@cs.com

Tom McKinley
Tel: (415) 924-2515 Fax: (415) 924-2649

E-mail: RTMcK2515@aol.com

Media Services Group
www.mediaservicesgroup.com
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by Jack Messmer

Channel (N:CCU), over local
radio ratings contracts. Mor-
ris said he doesn't see that
as a problem. "They are all
over the industry, as we are,
so I can't imagine any step
we would take in radio
where we would not be hav-
ing a lot of conversations
with Clear Channel." Morris
noted that Premiere had been
one of the networks which
had wanted to get Arbitron's
diary database, which is
larger than RADAR's tele-
phone sample, into network
radio. "At an operating level,
we are bringing them a ben-
efit," Morris said, although
he acknowledged that the
ongoing contract negotia-
tions with Clear Channel are
a separate issue.

RBR observation:
Bringing RADAR into
Arbitron could be a win -

win, but only if Arbitron
plays its cards right. Using
a single database for all
radio ratings could make it
easier for more syndicated
programming to become
RADAR -rated and enlarge
the network radio business.
But as the agency folks note
(see p. 8), the new product
had better have more of the
attributes of the old RADAR
than of Arbitron's Nation-
wide to gain acceptance
from the people who spend
the money. If Arbitron
wants to move away from
telephone canvassing, it
will have to convince the
network time buyers that
the replacement system has
tough data standards, real
accountability and accu-
rately links clearances to
real listening. Otherwise, it
might to be more prudent
to stick with a separate tele-
phone sample until Portable
People Meters are ready for
nationwide deployment.

7/9/01 RBR
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Clear Channel expands
in Springfield

Which Springfield. That's a good
question, since there are three
Springfield Arbitron markets and
Clear Channel (N:C.C.1.1 is in each of
them. In this case, the mega -group
of all mega -groups is adding a third
FM and fourth station in Spring-
field, II.. It's paying Benjamin
Stratemeyer's Union Broadcasting
S2-.8\1 lot. \\ \ AJ-1:N1 Hillsboro, II..

RBR observation: WNAl doesn't
quite reach Springfield with its city -
grade contour and it can't moe much
farther north and still city -grade its
city of license. That shouldn't really
be a problem. though. since it's .1

full 4;0kw Class and the terrain in
this market features neither moun-
tains nor skyscraper.,

WLXO gets Clarity for future
It on't he Cumulus (c):C NILS), but
rather a new market entrant buying
W\1.0 -FM in the Lexington. NV mar-
ket. Clarity Com Ill 11 11 C:1 I (1 11  .

headed by Charles Cohn (0.
Charleston. SC. is buying the sta-
tion from Blue Chip for SaitON The
station is now in .i 1S:\ I \I
Communications. Lynn Martin's
LNI had planned to buy both \\-1,x0
and WIITF-I'M from Blue Chip. hut
dropped WLNO front the deal when
Martin got a chance to buy a more
powerful signal. WSTI.- . from
Mortenson Broadcasting.

RBR observation: Lynn Martin
can't own both \\ ST1. and VINO.
hut he still gets the next -best
thing-the inventory of \\'L\0 to
sell. This deal shows once again
how a smaller. privately -ow ned
company can compete toe -to -toe
with the Wall Street mega-groups-
in this case. both Clear Channel

L' mulus.

Sabrecom expands
in Hoosierland
already owns a combo in

Muncie. IN and is now expanding with
the SS\I purchase of five other stations
111 the Muncie -Anderson. 1\ area. The
seller is the Indiana branch of the Radio
Partners group. comprised of Michael
Schwartz, Aaron Daniels, Monte
Lang, Ed Argow, Abe Moses and Bill
Burns Sahrecom. headed by Paul
Rothfuss and Joel Hartstone, will add
\\ I K-FNI Muncie. IN, WHBV-AM
Anderson. IN, WIITI-FM Alexandria. IN.

\\ I RN -FM Elwood. IN and \\
Ilarttord City. IV creating a

superduopolv xrs,_Am \\, I BC -

FM Muncie. I iiroker: Michael
Bergner. Bergner Co.

Sirius seeking serious cash
sinus satellite Radio i t ):NIKI  has hied

tilt the NH It/ sell up to a hall-billum
dollars in new s securities-either
stock. bonds. preferred stock or war-
rants. as market conditions allow.
However. the company insists that the
shelf registration is lust preparation
for the future and that no sale of new
securities Is imminent

"Currently e ha\ e more than
enough cash to take us through the
third quarter of 2002 e filed this
shelf registration statement to allow us
the ile\ibilm to access the capital
markets in the future; however. the
company does not intend to issue se-

cuntte.it this time. said John Scelfo.
CFO in Sirius' announcement.

According to an SF(' filing. Sirius had
S19 -M in cash on hand .is of 3 31. plus
S2o3N1 in marketable securities.

Tower companies face
wireless troubles

Leasing tower space is an easy business
with virtually automatl. " "

The Radio
Index -

he Radio Index"
surged to a year-to-
date high of 249.142
on Friday (6 29), then
held onto most of the
gain to close - 3 at

241.238. up 29.312
from a week earlier.
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long as your tenants have money to
pay. Tower companies are now assess-
ing the impact of one wireless data
communications company, Metricom
Inc. (0:N1COM), filing for Chapter 11
bankruptcy reorganization.

Crown Castle International (N:CCA),

the largest tower company of all. was
quick to issue a statement that
Metricom accounts for only about
11.2;°0 of its revenues and that
Metricom currently owes Crown Castle
about S2M. Crown Castle noted that it
has a total had debt reserve of S19M,
so it could easily absorb the Metricom
loss even if it gets nothing out of the
bankruptcy proceeding.

American Tower N:AMT ) then
chimed in that it gets only 1% of its
re\ enues front Metricom and that the

treless company's Chapter 11 filings
-w ill not be material- to American
Tower's financial results.

Did Mel blink or not?

Reports lifter on w het 1i \t( I k.ialimuin
stuck to his guns or relented and cut CPMs
in the lust completed upfront sale of TV's
tall season. Three accounts agree that

\ booked about S LIB
still has about 3.-i" of its inventor to

sell in the atter market later this year-
when Mel is betting that advertising de-
mand will impri ie

According to Reuters. CBS held the line
on discounting. Broadcasting C: Cab/c.
however. says CBS saw dollars fleeing to
other networks and eventualk starting
cutting rates-just not as much as others
were doing-discounts of 3 -inn, rather
than Falling somewhere between
those reports is Media Week. which quotes
a CBS insider as insisting that the network
averaged CPIs of 1-21'i, above last year.
while acknowledging that CPMs were
discounted for some less attractive pro-
grams. Media Week also quoted an un-
named executive from another network
as thanking Mel for holding the line for a
few days before caving in-allowing other
networks to book dollars that CBS. at least
at first, said no to.

All three reports agree that all of the
networks sold less of their inventory than
a year ago. although CBS held back more
than the others. All three say CBS sold
65')0 for S1.4B. NBC 67% for S 2B. ABC 72%
for S1.6B and Fox 76% for S1.3B.

A fourth account by The Myers Report
notes that CBS and ad buyers were telling
conflicting stories about upfront sales.

VAW., rbr.corn
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Confidential

Brokerage Services

Jorgenson
Broadcast elit Brokerage

Mark Jorgenson
(813) 926-9260

Tampa

Peter Mieuli
(408) 996-04%

San Jose

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO AND TELEVISION

Serving the broadcast industry since 1952...

Box 280068  San Francisco  94128

HE
707/996-5200
202/396-5200

engr@h-e.com
www.h-e.com

AM/FM COMBO
Attractive Deep South market.

ARB ranked. Home to
Division 1-A university.

Owned real estate.
Owner retiring.
$1.05M Terms.

Fax inquiries to:
813-885-6857

RBR Radio
Your information
source featuring:
1 on 1 Interviews,
Conference Calls

and
The Daily Newscast

Read about these
transactions and more

at our website
rbr.com

Transaction Digest
by ()ay(' (;itylm h Lir k Mi I

The deals listed below were taken from recent FCC filings.
RBR's Transaction Digest reports on all deals that involve assignment of a station license (FCC Form 314)
and substantial transfers of control of a licensee via a stock sale (FCC Form 315), but not internal corporate
restructurings (FCC Form 316). All deals are listed in descending order of sales price. Broker credits are
based on contracts filed with the FCC.

$55,000,000 WI'EZ-FM .111,1111,i \1.1((n GA)
horn 11.S. Broadcasting L.P. (I )oug Grimm et al
to Radio One Licenses Inc. (Catherine I lughes.
Alfred Liggirts), a subsidiary of Radio One In(
(O:ROIA). $2.75M escrow, balance in cash at

closing. Superduopoly with WI ITA-F:\1, :IZZ-

FM. CP held by station will change as city of
license from Macon GA to Hampton GA, ellec-
tively moving it to the Atlanta market. LMA upon
commencement of program testing at new trans-
mitter site. Broker: Media Services Group (seller).

$2,200,000 WENY AM & FM Elmira -Coming
NY (Elmira) from White Broadcasting LLC
(Kevin Lilly) to Eolin Broadcasting Inc. (Robert
W. Eolin Jr., John T. Home). Cash. Seller will
also receive up to $160K under terms of LMA
which began 11/10/00. Superduopoly with
WCBA AM & FM, WCLI-AM & WGMM-FM.
Seller retains WENY-TV and its two translators.
Broker: Kozacko Media Service (seller).

$650,000 KVLT-FM Victoria TX from Paisano
Communications LLC (Gerald Benavides) to
Capstar TX LP (Lowry Mays), a subsidiary of
Clear Channel Communications (N:CCU).
Cash. Superduopoly with KIXS-FM & KLUB-
FM. Broker: Media Services Group (seller).

ti450,000 KOTT-FM Otterville MO from Don L
c..(iok to Lake Ai -ea Educational Broadcasting Foun-

dation (James J. McDermott, Lany E. 011ison, Alice

J. McDennott, Don Neuharth, James Freeburger).
$50K escrow, balance in cash at closing. Buyer is a

d Luta )1t. trust. I 1 \ sine  (, 8 Al t ree nfic (4 1 for
day.I I iegli fling ( I MA, all advertising and

)grai t Vnow( irk o sunk ts will I diet!,
tl le seller it-si x n t in )1e k ir all wall wilts :inch
rel I in( Is. seller is las( NI)IiIritecl xi ( rending :my
stiti«o with Lit in the K(
I Mt XldlIttil 1111_-.1 111 )(iglu a I1( /11-t /I I II SCIICI LS lilt'

static /11 will I any ( ruler I( ill I LII

$400,000 WLXO-FM hexingt( )11 -layette KY
(Stamping (,n ,unc111rom likie( :hip lin rackasting
Licenses II Ltd., a subsidtm 1)1 I ( 1in xkl-

casting Inc. (14 kiti li)Vc /1( )( 11111) (;011111111111C.ItIC 111S

Inc. (Charles Cohn). ti.2( x 1K ( ash up( in FCC ap-
proval (or $100K on 6 25 ( not approved by
then, and :mother $ 100K if still Unapm wec I I ry 12

25/02), $200K cash at dosing. Station is in.ISA with

L.M. Communications (WGKS-FM et al).

$125,000 WKFL-AM Bushnell Fl. Irom Moray
Fehnuann to WK1-1 Inc. (Keith Walker). $1K
escrow, additional $19K Gish at di S105K

N/AWWVII-FMN1olgank mn-Clarksbutg-1:ainnont

WV (Morgantown) fit m \X'est Vin.Onia I high ler Edu-

cation Interim G( werning13( xud (J. Michael McMullen,

Chancellor) to West Virginia L1nneisity B. )(al of
Governors (Vaughn L Ki);er, (hair). Transfer is a
result of 14slatim passed by the 14slattue :.utd
signed into law by the g( )vent( (>f the state fWesl
Virginia which worglutiziAl the entily system of
governance ( )f the institutions of higher learning and

only incidentally agate.s to n mineitid ratio
suion lianses \ Itich the\ II( &I.

THE EXLINE COMPANY
MEDIA BROKERS CONSULTANTS

WESTERN STATIONS
AVAILABLE

ANDY McCLURE DEAN LeGRAS
4340 Redwood Highway  Suite F-230  San Rafael, CA 94903

Telephone  415-479-3484 Fax  415-479-1574
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Analyst: Radio One is
radio's number one

tillobertson Stephens analyst
ajames Marsh (newly trans-
it planted from Prudential Securi-
.. ties) is out with an analysis of the
management teams of the 13
public radio groups he's follow-
ing for the Wall Street firm. His
conclusion: "Radio One (O:ROIA
& ROIAK) blew away the field.
The Radio One management
team scored in the first quintile
of every category we tested, win-
ning three categories outright,
and tying for tops in two others."

Marsh and his team at
Robertson Stephens analyzed
each company by margins, rat-
ings and whether they met or
beat Wall Street expectations
with their financial results. They
also sent out a survey to station
managers across the country to
get their take on the reputation
of each company's management
team within the industry.

The chart below shows how
the 13 stacked up.

What do the management
rankings mean? The Robertson
Stephens analyst says the surpris-
ingly strong rankings for a couple
of companies that usually operate
below the radar screen of many

Marsh

Wall Street traders means that they
could carry a lot of upside. Those
two are Regent (O:RGCI) and
Salem (O:SALM).

"At the current price ($7.60
when Marsh wrote after the 6/27
close) the RGCI shares clearly do
not reflect Regent's performance
in our Management Report Card,
currently trading at an 18% dis-
count to the group," he said of
TerryJacobs' and BillStakelin's
small market company.

As for Ed Atsinger and Stu
Epperson's Religious group,
Marsh said, "The SALM shares,
like RGCI, do not reflect the per-
formance of management in our
view. Trading at only 11.7 times

estimated 2002 BCF, the SALM
shares trade at a 21% discount to
the group. Just getting to an in-
dustry average multiple points to
a 37% upside for theSALM shares."

Based on his analysis, Marsh
passed out grades to the groups
for management quality. "A"
grades went to Radio One,
Entercom (N:ETM) and Regent.
Receiving "B" grades were Sa-
lem, Emmis (O:EMMS) and Clear
Channel (N:CCU).

"In our opinion, investors
would not place a significant
amount of emphasis on
management's reputation within
the industry when awarding a
trading multiple to a given stock,"
Marsh wrote in explaining why
he gave the industry giant a
much higher grade than the D or
F awarded by 58% of the respon-
dents to his survey of industry
insiders. "We believe investors
would be more concerned with
fundamental, quantifiable per-
formance measures. In addition,
we have not yet determined
how relevant management's
reputation within the industry is
to the financial health of a radio
company and would expect in-
vestors to feel the same way."

Grades of "C" went to Saga
(A:SGA), Cox Radio (N:CXR)

and Beasley (O:BBGI). Cumu-
lus (O:CMLS) received a "D,"
although Marsh said the
company's stock price already
reflects past problems and the
company's management ap-
pears to be improving.

All three Spanish radio spe-
cialists did poorly and Marsh
warned that the price run-up for
media companies targeting His-
panics may be overdone. He
awarded a "D" to Hispanic Broad-
casting Corp. (N:HSP) and a fail-
ing grade of "F" to both Spanish
Broadcasting System (O:SBSA)
and Entravision (N:EVC), although
he pointed out that the grade
referred only to the company's
radio division. Entravision also
owns TV, outdoor and print.

Management isn't everything,
though. Marsh also issued his
first stock recommendations in
his new job. He rated Clear Chan-
nel a "Strong Buy" with a price
target of $83. Salem also got a
"Strong Buy" with a $35 target.
Marsh gave "Buy" ratings to Cox
Radio at a $33 target, Cumulus
with a $16 target, Emmis with a
$38 target, Radio One with a $25
target and Regent with an $11
target. His target for HBC is $23,
below the current market price,
so he rates it "Market Perform."

Overall ranking Margins

(trend -weighted)

Ratings Meet/Beat expectations Mgt. Reputation

1 Radio One 1 Radio One 1 Entravision 1 Clear Channel 1 Radio One

2 Entercom 2 Entercom 1 Radio One (tie) 1 Radio One (tie) 2 Saga

3 Regent 2 Clear Channel (tie) 1 Regent (tie) 1 Beasley (tie) 2 Salem (tie)

4 Salem 4 Regent 4 Cumulus 4 Salem 4 Emmis

4 Emmis (tie) 4 Emmis (tie) 4 SBS (tie) 4 Entercom (tie) 5 HBC

6 Clear Channel 6 Cumulus 4 Saga (tie) 4 Regent (tie) 6 Cox Radio

7 Saga 6 Cox Radio (tie) 7 Entercom 7 Cox Radio 6 Entercom (tie)

8 Cox Radio 6 Saga (tie) 7 Clear Channel (tie) 7 Cumulus (tie) 8 Regent

9 Beasley 9 Beasley 9 Emmis 7 Emmis (tie) 8 SBS (tie)

10 HBC 9 HBC (tie) 9 Cox Radio (tie) 10 Entravision 10 Beasley

10 Cumulus (tie) 9 Salem (tie) 9 HBC (tie) 10 HBC (tie) 10 Cumulus (tie)

12 SBS 9 SBS (tie) 12 Salem 10 Saga (tie) 12 Entravision

13 Entravision 13 Entravision 12 Beasley (tie) 13 SBS 13 Clear Channel

Source: Robertson Stephens
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Just How Sensitive Are
Your Media Collections?
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Szabo Associates, Inc.
3355 Lenox Road, N.E., 9th Floor

Atlanta, Georgia 30326-1332
Phone: 404-266-2464

Fax: 404-266-2165
E-mail: info@szabo.com

Website: www.szabo.com

Today's media are changing so
rapidly, collecting media receivables calls
for the sure touch of a professional who
specializes in the industry.

At Szabo Associates, we've built an
unequalled reputation for expertise in
media collections. Now, we've reorgan-
ized to focus even more closely on
each medium. We've created separate
divisions devoted to radio, tv, cable,
newspapers and magazines, with
specialists in out -of -home media and the
entertainment industry as well.

No other firm does so much to offer
you more individualized service.

For you, this can mean more
substantial settlements, without endan-
gering client relationships you want to
preserve.

It also means that we can offer a
variety of value-added services: the
world's most comprehensive database on
agencies and advertisers, valuable help
in bankruptcy proceedings, proprietary
management reports, and much more.

In a world where client relationships
can be complex and fragile, it pays to
know just how and when to apply
pressure. Next time you have a problem
with past -due receivables, call the
collection service that really understands
media. Szabo.


